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NOW READY

New American Revised Bible
Being The Authorized Version of 1611 With the Text Carefully 

Amended by American Scholars.

THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES ARE :

I. A text which has been carefully corrected, in the light of the 
best modem research, by eminent American scholars.

II. The familiar verse form has been retained.

III. A new method of paragraphing. All readers of the Bible 
know the importance of observing the paragraphs. These, obscured 
in part by the division of the text into verses, are in the present edition 
brought into great distinctness by simply leaving a narrow blank space 
between the paragraphs, so that the verses that make up any paragraph 
are slightly separated from the group of verses composing the preceding 
and the following paragraphs. It is surprising to how great a degree 
the interest of the reader is aroused and held by this simple expedient.

IV. A system of chain references, specially prepared by Rev. C. 
1. Scofield, D.D., Editor of the Scofield Reference Bible, tracing through 
the whole Bible the greater themes of the Divine revelation from their 
first clear emergence to the final and complete ferm in the New Testa
ment. This will be found of especial value to students of the Bible.

V. A new collected-reference system, the plan of which is to con
centrate at the passage where a word is used in its most characteristic 
sense, the more important occurrences of that word elsewhere in the 
Bible. At all other places where the word occurs there is a reference 
to the central passage. No other reference plan so facilitates the illus
tration of Scripture by Scripture.

VI. The Oxford Black Faced Type has been used, making the 
page clear and legible. All readers of the Bible will appreciate the ease 
with which this type can be read.

VII. Beautifully printed on Fine White and the Famous Oxford 
India Papers. No other paper can compare with the Oxford India Paper 
in its wonderful opacity. Although it is the thinnest paper used for 
printing, the impression does not show through to the other side, and 
it, is so strong that it can be used for years without showing signs of wear.
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